
Operational Approval is hereby granted in the case of TIGHEARN, Edward O. (D), for the purpose specified in your request dated 10 Apr 1959.

Operational Approval is granted for use of Subject as outlined in your request (Form 772) dated 10 Apr 1959.

Subject's reported association with suspected Communists should be borne in mind in all dealings with him. This information has been reviewed in CI/CA by a representative of PP/PAD.

Project(S)ECLACIAL.

This Approval is based upon evaluation of information available to this Office, and is granted under authority contained in CSI 10-5 and FR 10-215.

CI/OPERATIONAL APPROVAL AND SUPPORT DIVISION

Date: 16 Oct 1959.

Distribution:
Orig. to Addressee
1 to Files

SECRET

772(B53263)